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agenda

Belle style director-at-large 
Steve Cordony has his finger on 

the pulse of all things luxury. 

Edite
d by STEVE CORDONY 

01

02 FREE CHEERS

French Bloom elevates the 
way we entertain and share 
life’s celebratory moments – 
without the hangover. Created 
by French Champagne experts 
Maggie Frerejean-Taittinger 
and Constance Jablonski, it is 
made with organic dealcoholised 
chardonnay and pinot noir. 
frenchbloom.com

06
06_COME AGAIN 

To celebrate Paola Lenti and 
Francesco Rota’s 25 years of 

creative collaboration, the design 
powerhouse has introduced the 
re-edition of ‘Linea’ and ‘Wave’ 
loungers, two of the company’s 
most significant seating pieces. 

dedece.com

01_HOME ON THE RANGE

Nestled in Byron Bay’s lush hinterland, Sun Ranch 
is a designer retreat that fuses Spanish influences 
with 70s California ranch nostalgia. The boutique 
stay comprises a five-room luxury guest house and 

six two-bedroom barns. sunranch.com.au

07_BEACHY KEEN

 The Swell is the latest luxury 
boutique hotel in the heart of  

‘The Bay’, with 16 one-of-a-kind 
design suites creatively conceived by 

Californian natives Andrew Maltin 
and DayNa Decker who now call 

Byron Bay home. swellhotel.com

05_STORE DEBUT

Leading Sydney maker Daniel Boddam has opened his first 
foray into a brick-and-mortar space, a dedicated furniture 

and lighting gallery in the heart of Melbourne’s Collingwood. 
Open by appointment, the gallery will present an evolving 
array of the studio’s crafted collections. danielboddam.com

04

05

04_UNFORGETTABLE

Heralding the bygone 
practice of tying 
a piece of string 
around your finger 
as an aide-mémoire, 
Olivia Bond’s ‘Twist’ 
collection perfectly 
juxtaposes delicate, 
fluid forms with solidity 
in a collection crafted 
from 18ct yellow gold 
and set with precious 
gems and diamonds. 
oliviabonddiamonds.com

03_PLATINUM TASTER

Waterford has partnered with the Luther 
Vandross estate to launch a crystal collection 
inspired by the lyrics of Luther’s platinum 
single, Never too much, fusing Waterford’s 
creative director Alice Bastin’s passion 
for music and new-age artistry into the 
200-year-old brand. waterfordcrystal.com.au

03
08_FLIRTACIOUS 

BORDER 

A playfully pink-bottled celebration 
of femininity, Creed’s ‘Spring Flower’ 

fragrance will transport the wearer to an 
English country garden with its evocative 

notes of ripe peach, blooming jasmine, 
sensual musk and essential ambergris. 

creedperfume.com.au
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09

12_KEY LAGO 

The jewel in the Lake Como crown, 
Grand Hotel Tremezzo is as iconic as the 
stories shared after visiting. The top floor 
has recently been re-imagined with junior 
and grand suites overlooking the glistening 

waters and verdant hills, all from your 
iconically Italian interior suite with hot tub. 

grandhoteltremezzo.com

10_SUITE SUCCESS

Wearing the heady notes 
of vetiver, juniper berry, 
cardamom, saffron and 
geranium, you might feel as if 
you’re permanently living in 
one of the many ultra-luxurious 
Aman hotels around the  
world with the brand’s own  
‘Alta’ fine fragrance sold  
at its boutiques and other 
selected exclusive stores. 
aman.com

11_MOUNTAIN HIGH

Taking to Thredbo in August, Range Rover House was resident 
in a picturesque village ski chalet to create a truly modern luxury 
alpine experience. With a curated selection of activities on offer, 
including snow driving, sensorial dinners, guided ski runs and 

wellness sessions, Range Rover Special Vehicles were on hand to 
showcase the ultimate in luxury and personalisation in the same 

manner as our stay. landrover.com.au

16_HUE NEWS

Celebrating its 25th anniversary, the Dulux 
colour forecast comprises three distinct 
palettes for 2024: Solstice, Journey and Muse. 
Curated by Dulux’s team of industry experts 
and designers, these colourways were inspired 
by leading industry events including Milan 
design week, fashion shows, trend insight 
reports and global engagement. dulux.com.au

12

14_SOLE MIO

Bringing her love 
for travel to her 

Amore Mio clothing 
collection, Camilla 

has collaborated with 
Leading Hotels of 

the World, designing 
bold and iconically 
pieces inspired by 
Italian properties 
from within the 

luxury group, among 
them Sorrento, 
Milan, Florence  

and Tuscany. 
au.camilla.com

13_BODES WELL 

Applying their unique and rare fabric finds to a 
bespoke collection of home goods, luxury menswear 
brand Bode has created a series of soft furnishings 
which includes throws, stuffed toys and cushions. 

bode.com

15_GAME HUNTING

Backgammon is having the 
chicest resurgence in popularity. 

Clad in seasonal colours, the 
‘Palio’ backgammon set, with 

smooth taurillon leather, saddle-
stitched handles and sycamore 
dice, is the ultimate design for 

luxury game playing. hermes.com
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09_LOCK, STOCK 

AND BARREL

Blending three favourite 
things of most Italians 
– pasta, love and hair – 
Davines quirkily named 
styling range is my newest 
go-to for a medium hold, 
structured effect for my 
locks. salonstyle.com.au
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19_PLAY PALACE 

Collaborating with  
my favourite European  

villa rental company,  
Alex and Trahanas have 

introduced ‘Ceremonies’.  
The three-piece capsule 

collection was inspired  
by and photographed at  
Casino Doxi Stracca, an 

18th-century aristocratic 
home and among one of  
The Thinking Traveller 

family of luxury villas. 
alexandtrahanas.com; 

thethinkingtraveller.com

17_PAMPERING ON THE PARK 

 La Mer has collaborated with the Park Hyatt Sydney 
to launch the addition of two new exclusive facial 
treatments, the ‘La Mer Hydrating Facial’ and the 
‘La Mer Sculpting Facial’, to the hotel’s spa menu. 

parkhyattsydney.com

20_CAPTIVATING COLLECTION 

B&B Italia’s Borea range of outdoor seats and tables is an 
eclectic collection designed by Piero Lissoni with a sleek 

tubular metal structure, including this upholstered armchair. 
The fluid, fine-lined design gives a defined seamlesss look 
without joints for ultimate comfort. spacefurniture.com.au

18_FRAGRANCE MUSE

Taking his creativity from the studio to 
home scenting, singer Troye Sivan has 
launched ‘Tsu Lange Yor’, meaning ‘to 
long years’ in Yiddish, offering a range 
of unique scents for both your ‘self’ and 
your ‘sanctuary’. tsu-lange-yor.au
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21_SPARKLING PLAY

Another brand taking 
game playing to the 

ultimate luxury level, 
Teckell’s ‘Cristallino’ 

classic translucent 
foosball table is 

delicately beautiful 
yet remarkably strong. 

Designed by skilled 
artisans using the latest 

technology, this is a 
truly unique piece of 

functional art. 
ideare.com.au26
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